
USS Delphyne 10002.14

Host ACTDNicke says:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><
CIV_McLeod says:
::sits at FCO controls, watching station::
OPSLynam says:
::At station::
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse> ::Walks up to CMO's biobed and checks the vitals, grumbling::
CNS_Jiosa says:
@::on the planet surface::
CSO_KBeth says:
::at station...scanning::
MO_Lea says:
::Looks at FCO's Vitals::
XO_Wall says:
@::on planet surface::
SO_Augustus says:
::scanning debris in cargo bay three, looks over at engineering staff and the black box::
Ens_Rasputin says:
@::On planet::
CMO_Matt says:
::glances up to the nurse:: Nurse: Do you have a problem?
CTO_Psion says:
::At tactical::
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Lying unconscious beneath the surface of a planet who's name he doesn't even know::
Host ACTDNicke says:
@ACTION: as the AT heads indoor to avoid the storm , they listen to the whispers of the "colonists about the storms"
MO_Lea says:
<nurse>::Straightens up:: CMO: No sir, none at all.
CMO_Matt says:
::smiles, his teeth dripping with sarcasm:: Nurse: Just what I thought, get back to work, and no more verbal abuses.
XO_Wall says:
@CNS: hopefully like the Captain said they can get that additinal security team down here?
CNS_Jiosa says:
@::listens intently to the conversation, hoping those pointed ears finally come in handy::
Nichols says:
::rests calmly, waiting for MO::
MO_Lea says:
FCO:  How are you feeling?
OPSLynam says:
:;Scans planetary comm channels::
CNS_Jiosa says:
@XO: I hope they can get someone down her with this weather
XO_Wall says:
@CNS: ok your opion, theories or suggestions?
Nichols says:
MO: My head's clearing.  What was in that shot doc?
TO_Hawkes says:
@::seems to be floating in space...just outside the delphyne's bar::
CMO_Matt says:
::contemplates...::
Host ACTDNicke says:
@ACTION: some of the colonist look up and realize the AT is nearby and suddenly become quiet
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse>CMO: Yes sir.
CMO_Matt says:
::waves her away::
CNS_Jiosa says:
@XO: I don't like what going on here, I don't since any malice from the colonist but they are hiding something ::whispers::
Nichols is now known as FCO_Nichols.
Ens_Rasputin says:
@::Outside, looking up at the oncoming storm::
SO_Augustus says:
@CSO: Any Band with you want me to be scanning for, or materials, Sir?
XO_Wall says:
@::notices the sudden silence, as he listens to the CNS::
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Tries to 'swim' through space towards the Del, but the harder he swims, the farther he seems from the Del:;
MO_Lea says:
FCO: A rather complex syrum.  Do you think you could stand?
CNS_Jiosa says:
< edit since=sense>
OPSLynam says:
CO: How about it sir?  Let me take the runabout.  I'll take one of our new science officers along too.  Be good experience.
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse> ::quietly walks away and into the other wing of sickbay::
CNS_Jiosa says:
@::tries not to stare at the colonists::
FCO_Nichols says:
MO: Yeah, I think so.
FCO_Nichols says:
::Sits up and cautiously puts one foot on the ground::
CTO_Psion says:
::Scans the planet's Lithosphere::
MO_Lea says:
::Smiles:: FCO: So, why don't you give it a try?
XO_Wall says:
@CNS: how about you go talk to the colonist around us see if you can get any info from them?
TO_Hawkes says:
@:: Throught the windows of the Legends lounge, Hawkes thinks he can make out the indisctinct shapes of people. He concentrates trying to see more clearly the scene.::
CIV_McLeod says:
::continues watching station::
CSO_KBeth says:
SO: See if you can isolate the material that comprises that darn 'black box'.  We need to know what it is
CMO_Matt says:
::grabs a tricorder and starts scanning himself::
Ens_Rasputin says:
@::Taps communicator::  *XO* Do you read me?
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
::running several possible scenarios of the destruction of the Ferengi vessel in Main Engineering::
CNS_Jiosa says:
@XO: Right ::moves off towards one of the colonist with her best smile on::
SO_Augustus says:
*SO* CSO: Roger that
MO_Lea says:
<nurse> ::Walks back to the CMO and closes his tricorder:: CMO: Doctor Lea said you could do only desk work.
XO_Wall says:
@*Rasputin*: yes Cmdr here, where are you?
FCO_Nichols says:
::stands, gets dizzy, and leans back on the bed::
MO_Lea says:
FCO: A little dizzy?
Host ACTDNicke says:
@ACTION: one of the colonists sees the cns approach and  stands nervously::
CSO_KBeth says:
Trans-metagenic-Titanium Graphite
TO_Hawkes says:
@::As he concentrates, the images of the rest of the crew come into sharper focus. The CO, the XO, the CNS, CMO....the rest of the crew is there. the entire crew. More than the room's capacity, or so Hawkes thought::
CMO_Matt says:
::starts to loose his patience:: Desk work?  You think this is more strenuous then desk work? ::jumps to his face and walks past, dropping the tricorder unceremoniously on another biobed::
Ens_Rasputin says:
@::Raises voice over the storm::  *XO*  Attempting to investigate Hawkes' disappearance.
XO_Wall says:
@*Rasputin*: no I ordered you back with us? What is going on?
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse> ::Gets nervous. Follows the CMO:: CMO: It is just what she told me. What was I supposed to do?
SO_Augustus says:
*SO* CSO: It seems to be of the same material.  It doesn't have any data ports or interfacing ports at all.
FCO_Nichols says:
MO: They need me on the bridge.  My head really is clearing.
CSO_KBeth says:
COMM:XO:I've isolated the material that comprises the surface of the planet and also some of the buildings.  It is Trans-metagenic-Titanium Graphite.  There is no possible way to scan through it.
CIV_McLeod says:
::brings up planetary weather on his console::
CNS_Jiosa says:
@COL1: Hi, CNS Elizabeth Jiosa, USS Delphyne, bad weather we are having eh?
TO_Hawkes says:
@:: Hawkes soon noticies that they seem to be gathered around a cake. The cake has something written on it. Hawkes cannot make it out::
MO_Lea says:
FCO: Maybe try a little more slowly this time?  Then you may go the bridge.
CMO_Matt says:
::turns back, brushing down his uniform:: Nurse: You should really worry about what -I- say.  Start organizing all past physical files.
XO_Wall says:
@COMM: CSO: acknowledged ::must be a new officer?::
FCO_Nichols says:
::stands up slowly, allowing head to clear::
TO_Hawkes says:
@::As Hawkes begins to make out the letters on the cake, the ship suddenly goes to warp, leaving Hawkes tumbling in its wake::
CMO_Matt says:
::plops down at his desk, running his hands through his now-unkept hair::
FCO_Nichols says:
MO: By the way, ::smiling:: what's the outcome of my physical?
Ens_Rasputin says:
@*XO*  Repeat....empting...disap....trying....Hawkes....sshzzt
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse> CMO: Yes sir... ::Turns around and whispers to herself, leaving the room::
OPSLynam says:
CO: How about it sir?  Let me take the runabout.  I'll take one of our new science officers along too.  Be good experience.
XO_Wall says:
@*Rasputin*: return immediatley!!
CNS_Jiosa says:
@COL1: Is the weather always this nasty on the planet?
CMO_Matt says:
::lets her go, not caring, starts running through useless files and reports on how each floor panel in sickbay has been replaced and fortified thanks to their previous future freak friends::
MO_Lea says:
FCO: Well, other than the risen Psyline levels, you were fine.
XO_Wall says:
@*Rasputin*: your comm is breaking up!
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
::keeps coming up with the same answer everytime::
SO_Augustus says:
*SO* CSO: We have determined that this black bos is truely a box.  It seems to have no opening, but it hsa something inside, but we are unable to scan it.  Request permission to try and forcibly open the box while holdiong it in a containment field.
CSO_KBeth says:
*SO*: See if you break the darn thing open...jump on it, kick it...we need to get inside it!!  Just don't blow yourself up in the meantime...
Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: Since Mr.Lefler is busy, you take the shuttle, extra persons and equipment and lead the rescue
FCO_Nichols says:
MO: Psyline?  That's why I can hear the bridge even though I'm down here?
TO_Hawkes says:
@::After floating for what could have been either days or seconds, Hawkes notices that he is moving relative to the stars he can see. He is accellerating. Looking towards his direction of travel, he notices a planet approaching rapidly::
Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: maybe you should take some of the enhanced comm badges
Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: with you
OPSLynam says:
CO: Yes sir.
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CO*: everytime I enter the data from the wreckage, I get the same scenario, it was destroyed by a chroniton torpedo
XO_Wall says:
@Self: darn!!
Host ACTDNicke says:
@ACTION: the colonists 'settle" down and move to invite the AT to dinner
MO_Lea says:
FCO: You can?  Yes..that could create that effect.   I'm not sure that you should go the the bridge.
XO_Wall says:
@*Rasputin*: do you read!?
CMO_Matt says:
::leaves sickbay::
FCO_Nichols says:
MO: Why not?  It seems like I'm there already.
CMO_Matt says:
::enters quarters:: Computer: Lights off.
CIV_McLeod says:
::frowns as he sees the weather report::
OPSLynam says:
CSO/SO: Which of you two is qualified to copilot a runabout?
Ens_Rasputin says:
@::Decides it's time to head back::  *XO*  ...essage....sszzt...garb...
CNS_Jiosa says:
@::wanders back over to the XO:: XO: So now they are inviting us to dinner...
MO_Lea says:
FCO: But if you promise you will return if you feel ill or dizzy.
MO_Lea says:
FCO: Then you may go.
Host CO_Grant says:
*EO*: negative , I suspect other causes look like chroniton effect. Drop this line of research and co-operate with SO_Augustus on the research
FCO_Nichols says:
MO: I promise to be good Lea.  Thanks.
XO_Wall says:
@CNS: excellant maybe we can get some answers, tell them we will be glad to come
FCO_Nichols says:
::Heads out sickbay towards TL::
CMO_Matt says:
::strips into uniform medical green a-shirt and falls onto his bed, staring up into the stars through the viewport above his bed::
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Hawkes tries to swim out of the way of the planet, but it seems to follow him; track him. Asthe planet's surface approaches, he begins to make out the shapes of mountains, then trees...then rocks...then Hawkes impacts::
CSO_KBeth says:
OPS: I am. I haven't had time to review SO's data
MO_Lea says:
::Nods:: FCO: No problem.  you are then free to report to the bridge.
CTO_Psion says:
::Hears turbolift doors and looks in that direction to see them closed...wonders::
OPSLynam says:
CTO: Psion, have a fully armed security squad meet us in the Shuttlebay.
XO_Wall says:
@*Rasputin*: message still garbled, you there?
CTO_Psion says:
~~Nichols?~~
CNS_Jiosa says:
@::informs the proper colonist that they would love to attend the dinner::
OPSLynam says:
CSO: You're elected.  Care to take a little trip?
CTO_Psion says:
OPS:  Aye.
Host CO_Grant says:
CTO: Have your sec team join OPS on rescue mission
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
::grumbles because he "knows" he's right:: *CO*: aye
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Hawkes rebounds off the planet's surface as though it were made of rubber. He is almost afraid that he will leave the planet's gravity well when he feels the planet grab him again, and his stomach turns.::
Host ACTDNicke says:
@ACTION: one of the children of the colony takes the cns by the hand and smiles up at her leading her to the dining hall as the other s follow::
CSO_KBeth says:
OPS:I'll be there with bells on ::grins at opportunity::
SO_Augustus says:
*CSO*: I have opened the box there are traces of neutronic gas and anaphasic particles, betrons I believe.
FCO_Nichols says:
::starts to order the TL to shuttle bay then orders to Bridge instead::
CMO_Matt says:
::raises his voice into the darkness:: Computer: Music, mideval chorus.
XO_Wall says:
@COMM: CO: we may have lost Lt. Rasputin also....
CTO_Psion says:
*Security*  Security team to shuttlebay.
CNS_Jiosa says:
@::smiles:: Kid: Whats your name?
MO_Lea says:
::Has sickbay all to herself for once::
XO_Wall says:
@COMM: CO: somewhat lost comm with him?
CSO_KBeth says:
*SO*: Great..I will be on the surface. Please report to the bridge science station and take over for me
TO_Hawkes says:
@::After several suck trips, he finds himself in a Hawkes shaped crater, about 6 feet deep.::
FCO_Nichols says:
::arrives on bridge::
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<Child> Im Sarah! what's your name?
OPSLynam says:
::Sends requests to operations to place comm badges, transport enhancers and a sapper satchel in the Platte.::
OPSLynam says:
CSO: Let's go Ensign.  ::Heads for the Turbo lift.::
CNS_Jiosa says:
@Sarah : I'm CNS Elizabeth Jiosa, but you can call me Liz
SO_Augustus says:
*CSO* Have found metagenic flux compacitators
CSO_KBeth says:
::follows OPS after securing station::
Host CO_Grant says:
::Looks up as FCO returns to bridge:;
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Reporting for duty sir.
XO_Wall says:
@*Rasputin*: do you read, are you there!?
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<child> ::Smiles up at the cns:: hi liz! you like beggies?
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Pulling himself out of the crater, Hawkes finds himself on a vaguely familiar planet. In the near distance, the Rio Coco sits, its hatch open, and two skeletons hanging out ::
MO_Lea says:
::Pulls out two pieces of her project:: Self: I
OPSLynam says:
:;Pats Nichols on the shoulder as he passes her::
MO_Lea says:
Self: I'm not on my shift now anyway.
CIV_McLeod says:
::glances at FCO:: FCO: ah, I was wondering when you were coming back for this
OPSLynam says:
FCO: Good timing.
CIV_McLeod says:
::smiles::
Host CO_Grant says:
CIV: You can help OPS if he needs help now that  FCO back
SO_Augustus says:
8CSO* roger on my wya. ::turns off tricorder and heads for the door::
CMO_Matt says:
::still having relapses of pain, ignores them with a grimace::
CIV_McLeod says:
::nods:: CO: Yes, sir OPS: How may I be of assistance?
CNS_Jiosa says:
@Sarah : Yes I do, Say is the weather always this bad here? ::smiles reassuringly::
OPSLynam says:
::Holds the TL door for McCleod::
SO_Augustus says:
::reaches turbolift, enters,::<bridge>
MO_Lea says:
::Sighs and puts everything away::
Host CO_Grant says:
::hears some odd noises over the comm system, wonders if it was from AT::
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Approaching the Coco cautiously, Hawkes examines the two bodies. The rank and uniform identify the bodies as Cmdr Wall and Lt Lea. ::
FCO_Nichols says:
Civ: Thanks for the break but I think your needed somewhere else.
CIV_McLeod says:
::enters TL:: OPS: thank you
CTO_Psion says:
::Wonders if FCO is feeling well enough for duty::
CMO_Matt says:
::suddenly stands, and rushes out of his quarters, sprinting to the turbolift::
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<sarah> ::frowns soflty:: umm no...only when they are upset with us...
XO_Wall says:
@COMM: CO: no reponse from Lt. Rasputin, consider him lost too?
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Ens Bridges approaches::
OPSLynam says:
:CIV: Accompany Enign K'Beth to the shuttlebay.
FCO_Nichols says:
~~Psion~~: I'm fine, thanks.
CMO_Matt says:
::starts to head to the holo suite::
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Bridges> Mac: whats the matter?
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Hearing a noise from within the Coco, Hawkes grabs a phaser that he hadn't noticed having before, and stepps into the black hulk of the Coco.::
SO_Augustus says:
::exits turbolift, walks on the bridge, reports to CO:: CO: SO_Augustus reporting to station:
CTO_Psion says:
FCO:  ~~Are you sure? ~~
OPSLynam says:
CSO: Prep the Platte for launch.  Be sure the security squad is properly strapped in, it's going to be a bumpy ride.
CMO_Matt says:
::enters, instantly activating program of a huge forest, at the center a small meadow with a deep blue pond.  spring.  night.  full four moons::
XO_Wall says:
@::where is Martock!!, thinks to himself::
Host CO_Grant says:
CTO: I am hearing some odd noises from comm system , could they be from AT?
CNS_Jiosa says:
@Sarah : Really when who is upset with you? Who could be upset with you, your just so darned cute, 
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bridges: it seems the command deems my finding bogus
CIV_McLeod says:
::nods:: OPS: will do.
MO_Lea says:
Nurse: You have sickbay.  I'm going off duty::
Host CO_Grant says:
::NOds as SO arrives at the bridge
CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Scanning sir.
Host CO_Grant says:
::
CMO_Matt says:
::jumps into the pond, and floats, staring into the sky above::
CTO_Psion says:
::Scans the comm system::
FCO_Nichols says:
~~Psion~~: Lea says I'm ok.
OPSLynam says:
::Stops the TL at the officer's quarters deck.::
XO_Wall says:
@COMM: DEL: do you read?
CMO_Matt says:
::could someone drowned in a hologram?::
OPSLynam says:
CSO/CIV: I'll meet you there.
SO_Augustus says:
::takes position at Sci. Station one, immediately starts scanning planet, placing lsteral sensors on shuttle craft::
CTO_Psion says:
~~FCO~~  At the very least this can test our new-found rapport.
TO_Hawkes says:
@:: The interior of the Coco is dark except for the occaisional light and the sputtering of a short circuit.::
CSO_KBeth says:
OPS: Sure thing. ::Commands TL to continue to shuttlebay::
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<sarah> :Looks at the cns confused:: them! the underlyes.... and ..::suddenly doesnt say anymore as they enter the dining room::
CIV_McLeod says:
::waits for Lynam to head out of TL, then continues down to shuttlebay::
Ens_Rasputin says:
@::Wanders around trying to find his way back to the bath houses..
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse>MO: Fine.
Host CO_Grant says:
::hears more noise like comm chatter::
CMO_Matt says:
::sinks beneath the water, still staring with blank, dead eyes into the glittering starlight::
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Bridges> Mac: it seems to me no matter what engineering finds, it's wrong
FCO_Nichols says:
::giggles softly::
XO_Wall says:
@<Walters>: com with us to dinner
Host CO_Grant says:
CTO: apply some filters to that comm noise, see if you can clear it up
CNS_Jiosa says:
@::looks around the room::
SO_Augustus says:
::continues to scan planet, turns long range scanners on, specified area line of departure of Ferengi vessel::
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bridges: exactly
FCO_Nichols says:
::resets station conrols::
XO_Wall says:
@::follows the counsler::
MO_Lea says:
::Walks out of sickbay and listlessly walks down the corridor
MO_Lea says:
::
CTO_Psion says:
::Applies filters to comm system::
XO_Wall says:
@CNS: we lost Rasputin and lost contact with the ship?
CIV_McLeod says:
::steps off of TL and walks to Shuttlebay::
CTO_Psion says:
CO: Attempting to clean up the communications signal.
CMO_Matt says:
::starts to loose his breath, stays underneath the water::
OPSLynam says:
:;Goes to his quarters and retrieves his sword.  Puts the scabbard over his shoulder and heads back to the TL::
Host CO_Grant says:
CTO: acknowledged
CNS_Jiosa says:
@Sarah: You gonna sit with me, we were having so much fun
CSO_KBeth says:
::reaches shuttlebay and grabs assigned gear.  Hefts phaser in one hand...rifle in other::
TO_Hawkes says:
@::As Hawkes explores the darkness inside the runnabout (he doesn't remember it being this big inside) he suddenly notices the outline of a figure standing just infront of him...::
MO_Lea says:
::Kicks non-existant dust::
OPSLynam says:
::Takes turbo lift to the shuttlebay::
CNS_Jiosa says:
@ ::whispers:: XO: I've been with Sarah here ::nods to the little girl:: She might know whats going on, and be willing to talk about it
Host ACTDNicke says:
@ACTION: as the AT sits down to dinner , they note that the storm seems to be quieting::
Ens_Rasputin says:
@::Wanders around::
SO_Augustus says:
*CSO* Can you boost the scanners on your descent, as you approach the area that the vessel exploded?
CIV_McLeod says:
::enters Shuttlebay:: ::smiles at CSO:: CSO: hello, there  ::reaches for some equipment::
XO_Wall says:
@::gives up on the comm for now, figures he will try in a little bit, sit down next to the CNS at the table::
OPSLynam says:
::Arrives at thew shuttlebay and heads for the Platte::
CSO_KBeth says:
::decides to use both...puts phaser in belt and feels Klingon part of her exhaulted::
TO_Hawkes says:
@:: As the figure approaches, Hawkes hears the mechanical whine of Borg implants::
MO_Lea says:
::Walks around deck seven three times, thinking::
Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:AT:XO: what is your status?
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<sarah>::Looks over at the cns and crinkles her nose:: i don't like beggies
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Bridges> Mac: anyway, we should get back to manually checking Engineering's computers
XO_Wall says:
@CNS: acknowledged, find out what you can
CIV_McLeod says:
CSO: You are Ensign K'Beth, correct?
XO_Wall says:
@::looks around to see if he sees Martock::
CTO_Psion says:
CO:  I am not certain the away team is receiving us.
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bridges: agreed  ::they now turn their attention to the computers::
OPSLynam says:
::Enters the Platte and sits at the Pilot's station::
CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Attempting to boost our signal.
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Hawkes tries to fire his phaser at the borg, only to hear the battery-low click sound comming from his phaser...the borg approaches unabated::
CSO_KBeth says:
*SO* I don't think that it would do any good.  We've scanned that area.  Try to scan below the surface
CMO_Matt says:
::the starlight rips in shreds around him through the water, and his mind finally cleared, along with his lungs, and he bursts above the surface, breathing greedily::
Host ACTDNicke says:
@ACTION: Martock enters the dining hall with a few others and heads for the XO::
Host CO_Grant says:
CTO: Boosting should work if that storm is abating
CNS_Jiosa says:
@Sarah: But they are good for you, if you dont eat beggies, you won't grow, eat a lotand you can be as tall as me ::smiles::
CSO_KBeth says:
CIV: Yes, I'm the new CSO...haven't had time to make your aquaintance yet..
Host CO_Grant says:
SO: has that storm on the planet 's surface abated?
OPSLynam says:
CSO: All personnel and equipment aboard?
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<Sarah> ::giggles at the cns:: dats what my mommy says
MO_Lea says:
::Kicks some more non-existent rocks::
SO_Augustus says:
CO: The sensors are indicating a break in the storm.  Suggest immediate departure of support craft, possible use of transporte system.
XO_Wall says:
@::sees Martock:: Martock: we need to talk!, What is going on? I have missing crewmembers?
Host CO_Grant says:
SO: acknowledged
CIV_McLeod says:
::grabs a phaser rifle and tricorder:: CSO:  I am Ensign Michael Hunter-Mcleod.  Please call me McLeod, if you wish
Ens_Rasputin says:
@::Makes way into the bath houses::
OPSLynam says:
:;Readies the runabout for launch::
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Suddenly the borg speeds up; moving as if in fast-forward. A hand reaches out, and grabs Hawkes by the shoulder. He can't move!::
CIV_McLeod says:
<Michal>
Host CO_Grant says:
*OPS*: there is a break in the storm , launch ASAP
CMO_Matt says:
::climbs out of the pond, and out of the holosuite, deactivating the suite, he stands, breathing deeply, becoming resolute::
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<Martock>::looks surprised:: you have missing crew?? how many?? and when??
MO_Lea says:
<nurse>:: Quickly and carefully works on the Physical reports the CMO assigned her::
CMO_Matt says:
*MO*: I need to speak with you, Julian.
CNS_Jiosa says:
@Sarah: Thats what my mommy said, and look what happened to me ::smiles:: You'll stay wont you?
OPSLynam says:
*CO*: Acknowleged, launching now.
Host ACTDNicke says:
@ACTION: someone grabs Hawkes and pulls him to his feet
CSO_KBeth says:
*SO* We need to find a way to scan under the surface for Hawkes...will you work on it?
SO_Augustus says:
*CSO* Understood, would like to check for a closer look of neutronic particles.  Especially since there is residue on the black box.
MO_Lea says:
::Pauses in mid-motion from being about to tap her comm badge:: *CMO*: Yes sir. Where?
XO_Wall says:
@Martock: 2 so far, the second just seemed to occur?
FCO_Nichols says:
::sighs and runs partial diagnostic on station controls::
OPSLynam says:
CIV: OPen the bay doors Ensign.
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<sarah> ::looks puzzled:: stay where? I wiv here
Ens_Rasputin says:
@ *XO*  Commander do you read?
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<martock> ::motions to some of the men and waves them over:: XO: where were they last?
OPSLynam says:
::Lifts the Platte off the deck and hovers toward the bay door::
Host CO_Grant says:
::Observes as duty ops officer opens the bay doors::
CMO_Matt says:
*MO*: Wherever's more comfortable for you. ::takes a deep breath::
CIV_McLeod says:
OPS: aye, sir  ::moves to controls and activates the doors
FCO_Nichols says:
~~Psion~~: Controls seem a little sluggish today, what did you do while I was gone?
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Hawkes can feel the borg probes break the skin on his neck, and he can feel the nano-probes going to work on him. His thought are suddenly merges with thousands of others like an angry chorus.::
CNS_Jiosa says:
@Sarah: Well want to make sure you stay after all your fun, he ::points to wall:: isnt ::grins::
XO_Wall says:
@Martock: pardon me I have a comm coming in?
SO_Augustus says:
CO: We have detected a large spike over the AO.  In particular the area that TO_Hawkes disappeared.  WOuld suggest that the AT land in that vicinity.
XO_Wall says:
@*Rasputin*: ::taps badge:: Rasputin?
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<Sarah>::looks at the cns and where she is pointing then back at her still confused:: Beggies arent fun
Host CO_Grant says:
::attempts again to get comm signal to AT::
OPSLynam says:
::Accelerates out of the bay and turns toward the planet::
CTO_Psion says:
~~FCO~~  I am unsure of what you are referring.  I have done nothing to interrupt normal functions of the ship.
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<Martock> of course commander
MO_Lea says:
::With question in her voice:: *CMO*: Whereever you are now. I am in a corridor at the moment and have no preference.
Host ACTDNicke says:
@::whispers to the others about the disapearance and prepares to help find them::
MO_Lea says:
Computer: What is the location of Doctor Laiiron?
FCO_Nichols says:
::smiles::
Host CO_Grant says:
SO: transfer co-ordinates via comm to the Platte
OPSLynam says:
CSO: K'Beth, you handle the shields and inertial dampers.
Ens_Rasputin says:
@ ::Winded:: *XO*  I finally made my way back to the bath houses.  Where is your location?
SO_Augustus says:
CO:Sir, that electic spike is off the scale.::thinking on where it was he saw similar figures::
CMO_Matt says:
*MO*: Meet me in the gardens.
CMO_Matt says:
::enters turbolift, heads to deck 7::
CSO_KBeth says:
OPS: Aye...
OPSLynam says:
CIV: McCleod, you handle power and engineering duties.
MO_Lea says:
*CMO*: Yes sir.   ::Stops at a panel and searches the computer for the location of the gardens::
SO_Augustus says:
CTO: Can you verify the readouts on the electromagnetic spike?
TO_Hawkes says:
@::As his field of vision narrows, Hawkes looks into the face of his captor. At first he can see nothing but a black silhouette with a little borg deely twirling where the eye shoud be. Then there is an electrical flash as the security panel short cicuits. In the brief seconds of illumination, Hawkes gasps. The face he sees is.......Laurie's::
CNS_Jiosa says:
@Sarah: So tell me more about those people the underlyes you said?
XO_Wall says:
@*Rasputin*: were inside just about to have dinner with the Colonist, return immediatly!
Host CO_Grant says:
SO: interesting
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<Sarah> :: playing with her food and figeting:: ohhh they not really real..... they just pretend... 
CIV_McLeod says:
::moves to station::
CMO_Matt says:
::walks into the gardens, taking a seat on one of the benches winding through all the flora::
CTO_Psion says:
SO:  Negative.  I require more information.
MO_Lea says:
::Heads toward the gardens, thinking of how she was just about to comm him::Self: Strange..
Ens_Rasputin says:
@ XO:  On my way.
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<sarh> ::munches on her beggies and smiles at the cnsl::
SO_Augustus says:
CTO: Sir is the read out similar to a borg probe?
OPSLynam says:
:;Receives coordinates from the Delphyne and adjusts course::
CMO_Matt says:
::plucks one of the roses nearby::
TO_Hawkes says:
@::As the realization hits him, Hawkes' mind explodes with a thousand questions. Too many even for a borg to compute. He drifts deeper into unconsciousness...::
Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:AT:XO: Please report your status
XO_Wall says:
@Martock: one of the Officers has just check in, hes on his way back here, the other officer dissappeared near the bathhouses?
OPSLynam says:
%CSO: Ensign, scan the storm.  See if there's a good way through.
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<Martock> :;sighs with relief::: ::face goes pale as he mentions where the other officer disapeared ::
CTO_Psion says:
SO:  Negative.  ::Sends Borg specs to SO for comparison::
MO_Lea says:
::Enters the garden and looks around, spying the CMO and walks over::
XO_Wall says:
@Martock: pardon me again another comm....
CIV_McLeod says:
%::monitors station::
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<Martock> ::nods::
CMO_Matt says:
::tries to smile, but can't afford it, hands her the flower:: MO: Happy Valentine's Day.
XO_Wall says:
@COMM: CO: yes I read you, what happened?
Ens_Rasputin says:
@::Enters dining hall::  XO:  Sir.  I'm here sir.
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<Martock> Commander: we will go and check it out ... we will help you find your missing officer
SO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir, a suggestion.  Can we not set a proximity fuse torpedo set to disrupt all electromagnetic impulses,m for a short duration?
CSO_KBeth says:
%OPS: There's a break in the storm at coordinates 3.56 by .098
CNS_Jiosa says:
@Sarah: Who where thpse people you were talking about earlier? 
XO_Wall says:
@::nods at Martock::
Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:XO: MR.Lynam is on his way with help on the Platte, what is your status?
OPSLynam says:
%CSO: Roger that.  Adjusting course.
XO_Wall says:
@::nods at Rasputin::
MO_Lea says:
CMO: Um, thank you.   ::Lifts the rose and notes strong scent::
OPSLynam says:
%:;Increases descent angle and heads for the break::
Host ACTDNicke says:
@<Sarah>the underlyes? 
MO_Lea says:
CMO: It is Valentines day?
SO_Augustus says:
:;adjust sensors on point of Plattes arrival ector.  Checking for anything unusual::
CSO_KBeth says:
%OPS: Shields are up to maximum.  We will need to angle our approach to 35 degrees under normal...that should slip us right under the worst of it.
CIV_McLeod says:
%::sees readings at nominal::
CMO_Matt says:
::runs his hand through his short blonde hair, trying to find words:: MO: Yeah, I just remembered that was today...but that's not exactly why I asked you here.
MO_Lea says:
CMO: It is Valentines day?
OPSLynam says:
%CIV: Maximum power to defensive systems, inertial dampers and shields.
CNS_Jiosa says:
@Sarah: Yes them, I'd like to learn more about them
XO_Wall says:
@COMM: CO: Martock has returned he just went look for Mr. Hawkes himself, the colonist have invited us to dinner, thats where we are now.
Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:PLATTE:OPS: Keep us abreast of your progress
MO_Lea says:
::Figured as much:: CMO: Yes?
SO_Augustus says:
CO: The shuttle is making its final approach to the planet, should be landing within 30 sec.
FCO_Nichols says:
::receives results from Diagnostic::
Ens_Rasputin says:
@XO:  Will we be searching for Hawkes sir?
Host Nicke_ says:
@<Sarah> they take the bad peoples away...but...:;looks down sadly:: sometimes they take away the good peoples too
CIV_McLeod says:
%OPS:aye  ::makes adjustments::
OPSLynam says:
COMM:DEL: Aye sir.  We'll be back in an hour.
Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:XO:RAsputin was missing and back? Hawkes is still missing. CO-ordinate with MR.Lynam
Host Nicke_ says:
@ACTION: Hawkes finds himself in a large , dimly lit room, there seems to be whispers all around him yet he can see no one
CNS_Jiosa says:
@Sarah: Like what good people? Someome your close to?
OPSLynam says:
::Angles the Runabout through the storm.  Notices increased buffeting::
CMO_Matt says:
::takes her hand, rips off his combadge, and places it in her palm, slowly closing her fingers around it:: MO: I want you to be CMO.  I don't deserve it as much as you do, and I've decided to hand the position to you.  I hope you'll take me on as your lackey, but I don't deserve to be your leader.  You're the better doctor and person.
XO_Wall says:
@COMM: CO: correct Rasputin has returned
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Lies still for a moment, wondering if he's dead. Trying to get his bearings::
CSO_KBeth says:
%OPS: There's a clearing on the other side of the colony.  If we can make it then we shouldn't be too far from the AT.
MO_Lea says:
CMO: No, no, no, no, no.
MO_Lea says:
CMO: Look..
Host Nicke_ says:
@<Sarah> cnsl: like ......like....... ::goes quiet and moves her food over her plate::
CMO_Matt says:
::shakes his head, laughing:: MO: Just take it, please, I can't do this.
MO_Lea says:
CMO: Listen to me.
SO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir there is a fluctuation.  It seems to be a subspace temporal interphasic flux.  It seems to becoming from the general vicinity of the Platte.
MO_Lea says:
CMO: I know we have had a rocky start. Ups and downs have manifest themselves in profusion. If I have at any time been forgetful, unskillful, ignorant, unkind, unknowing, ill-tempered, or any other act unbecoming an officer and doctor aboard this ship, I apologize.
TO_Hawkes says:
@::feels vey stiff, as thought he hasn't moved in hours. Deciding that the dead probably feel no pain, determines he must be alive. Listens to the whispers.
CNS_Jiosa says:
@Sarah: You can tell me, I can help, with whatevers the matter
TO_Hawkes says:
::
MO_Lea says:
CMO: I know I have been out of line in my dealings with you and the rest of the medical staff and I am very sorry. I'd like to try again.
MO_Lea says:
CMO: You were assigned here as CMO rather than myself for a purpose. You deserve it, have earned it, and are capable of handling the responsibilities that come with the position. For how many years were you in the academy?
XO_Wall says:
@COMM: CO: It my impression now that the colonist and Martok are not behind all this, he seemed just as surprised of our missing officer
CMO_Matt says:
::gets a blank look on his face:: MO: Don't you understand?  I'm -giving- you command of the medical staff!  You have nothing to be sorry of, -I'm- the one who's flawed and not able to serve.
Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:XO: FInd out if they have suffered similar losses
CMO_Matt says:
::takes a step, folding his arms across his chest:: MO: Two.
MO_Lea says:
CMO: What?
CTO_Psion says:
~~FCO~~  Can you sense anyone else other than me?
XO_Wall says:
@COMM: CO: aye sir acknowledged
OPS_Lynam says:
:;Brings the Platte in for a landing at the edge of town::
CMO_Matt says:
MO: Two years.
CIV_McLeod says:
curses
MO_Lea says:
CMO: So did I.. I'll bet that you graduated with honors, with the top of your class, if not the top?
CNS_Jiosa says:
@Sarah: I can help but you have to tell me everything you know about these persons
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Mac and Bridges finish their work and put the computer back together::
Host Nicke_ says:
@ACTION: as the shuttle lands at the edge of town , the storm subsides::
XO_Wall says:
@::returns to the dinner, and the CNS::
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Slowly, tries to move, and feel his surrounding like a blind man.::
CMO_Matt says:
MO: That doesn't matter - look at my service record.  It's crap, -you're- the better doctor, you should be a Commander by now!
FCO_Nichols says:
~~Psion~~: Not clearly.  Images, partial comments, not much.
CSO_KBeth says:
::hangs on to station as shuttlecraft bounces around in turbulanceupon landing::
OPS_Lynam says:
%SECGUYS: Ok Lieutenant.  Deply your men in a defensive perimeter.
MO_Lea says:
CMO: No.
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bridges: I think we may have gotten out the last vestiages of the LCS
Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:OPS: Get report from Rasputin from XO , Rasputin last person to see where Hawkes went
MO_Lea says:
I didn't. I was in the academy two years. I just barely "eeked" by, graduating at the lower middle of my class. I was not a genius. I am not brilliant. I didn't turn any heads of Star Fleet's medical or scientific communities, or the med/sci coms of any government for that matter.
OPS_Lynam says:
%::Sets the Platte down and watches the security detail deploy around them::
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Bridges> Mac: yes, it looks like that we can be heros just for one
CIV_McLeod says:
%::makes one last check of engineering::
MO_Lea says:
<CMO:>
Host Nicke_ says:
@<Sarah> ::makes a face and fidgets..looks up at the cnsl and gets angry: they bad they the bad ones!!::storms off from the table, her mother looking apolegitically to the cnsl goes aftger her;:
CSO_KBeth says:
::grabs rifle and phaser and prepares to exit shuttlecraft.  Scanner is set to maximum range::
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
<da>
OPS_Lynam says:
%COMM:CO: Aye sir.  We're moving to find them now.
CNS_Jiosa says:
@::looks to the XO, looking for the nod to follow::
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Slowly tries to stand up. Keeps one ear cocked towards the voices, listening for any change.::
SO_Augustus says:
::adjust forward scanners to help boost the AT's scanners in the shuttle::
CMO_Matt says:
MO: Why won't you take any sort of kindness I can possibly offer?  You're making this difficult, it doesn't have to be!  I know little to squat about you, and you know my darkest shadow!  I offer the BEST I can and you hand it back!
OPS_Lynam says:
%CSO/CIV: O.K., lets go.
CMO_Matt says:
MO: Just...just, take it.
XO_Wall says:
@Rasputin: give me your tricorder, I will give it to Mr. Lynam when he comes, you go sit and enjoy the dinner, Lt. Walters can go with you also.
CIV_McLeod says:
%OPS::nods and readies phaser::
CSO_KBeth says:
%OPS: The storm is lessoning.  The colonists seem to be gathered in some kind of hall.  The AT apears to be there also.
Host CO_Grant says:
CTO: Is it possible to get a transporter lock on anybody of our AT now?
MO_Lea says:
CMO: I don't want it.  I do not want the full responsibility of this crew on my hands, I can't handle it.   The crew and medical staff respects you.
Ens_Rasputin says:
@::Hands over tricorder::
CNS_Jiosa says:
@::goes te direction Sarah went::
SO_Augustus says:
CO: The storm is almost over should blow off the AO in about 5-10 minutes.
XO_Wall says:
@::takes tricorder::
OPS_Lynam says:
%*XO*: Commaander Wall we are on the ground and moving toward you.  Do you hear me?
MO_Lea says:
CMO: They listen to you and they know your record.
CMO_Matt says:
MO: They what? ::he laughs:: What have I ever done?  I've been on the bridge twice, I've been glanced at by the captain a dozen times.  You, you've saved the ship - and me - at least three times, if not more.  I was probably out for the rest of them.
XO_Wall says:
@*OPS*: yes I hear you
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bridges: just to be sure though.....::turns:: Computer run level 5 diagnostics on Engineerings main computer and in the CEO's ofice
CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Transporters can identify the away team members with the exception of Mr. Hawkes, but the resolution is below safety standards.
OPS_Lynam says:
%CIV: Keep scanning 360 degrees I don't want any surprises.
CIV_McLeod says:
%::turns on tricoder::
CNS_Jiosa says:
@Sarah: Where are you? ::wanders the direction she went away from the dining hall::
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Computer> acknowledged, running level 5 diagnostics
MO_Lea says:
::Smiles:: CMO: I've been on the bridge once and I have only seen spoken to the Captain once, when we were welcomed aboard.
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Checks for his equipment...only to find it gone! ::
XO_Wall says:
@CNS: what did you find out, anything?
CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Apparently there is a great degree of ionic flux still in the atmosphere.
OPS_Lynam says:
%*XO*: Bring your team to meet us.
Host CO_Grant says:
SO: Excellent, keep scanning the area of the at and platte for energy signatures like from the mysterious technology
CIV_McLeod says:
%::scans all around them::
CMO_Matt says:
::starts to loose his calm:: MO: I wanted blood, I didn't want to be a doctor - it's your passion!  I forced myself into medicine to heal, but I CAN'T!  It's acid, poison, and it's killing, eating me alive!  I need to step back, work this out myself or die trying!  I can't let the ship suffer, and so I need you to REPLACE ME!
CNS_Jiosa says:
@XO: People apparently get abducted fairly frequently, the "bad people but "good" people sometimes get taken as well
Host CO_Grant says:
CTO: acknowledged
XO_Wall says:
@CNS: hmmm?
SO_Augustus says:
::adjust scanners targeting the rock surface where TO_Hawkes vanished.::
MO_Lea says:
::Very quietly:: CMO: No.  ::Turns to walk out::
XO_Wall says:
@*OPS*: in a few minutes
CTO_Psion says:
~~FCO~~  Are you still having trouble sorting out my thoughts from yours?
CNS_Jiosa says:
@XO: Thats what I got from the little girl Sarah, before she ran off
XO_Wall says:
@CNS: anything else?
CMO_Matt says:
::picks up his commbadge that she had dropped, and hurls it past her, letting it shatter against the doors to the garden.  he turns as well, walking deeper into the walls of plants::
TO_Hawkes says:
@::Tries to determine which way the floor is sloping, if at all. Starts moving slowly, his hand extended, trying to find a wall....or a light switch.::
MO_Lea says:
::Tries not to jump as something hits the wall::
FCO_Nichols says:
~~CTO~~: Just a little.  The tone of my voice to yours is helping.  But when I'm distracted it's more difficult.
OPS_Lynam says:
%XO: No sir.  Now sir.  Captain wants everybody accounted for before we find Hawkes.  Sir.
Eng_MacPherson-Quest says:
::while the diagnosticsn  are being ran, Mac and Bridges check out the propulsion systems out::
CMO_Matt says:
*CO*: Captain, I need to conference with you.
CMO_Matt says:
<COM>
Host CO_Grant says:
*CMO*: what is it, we are busy here.
SO_Augustus says:
::sits complexed over situation::
XO_Wall says:
@*OPS* everybody is accounted for except Hawkes?
CMO_Matt says:
*CO*: An internal matter, it can be resolved at your leisure.
CNS_Jiosa says:
@::wanders off but stays close to AT, trying to find sarah::
MO_Lea says:
::Tries not to shake and, without looking behind her, sets the rose by the shattered badge then stands and walks out of the garden::
SO_Augustus says:
@;;Sitting complexed over situaton::
Host CO_Grant says:
*CMO*: It is good to hear your voice again Dr.Laiiron.
OPS_Lynam says:
%::Leads team through town and arrives at the large hall.::
CTO_Psion says:
~~FCO~~  I must admit to a certain degree of disorientation at times when I feel you in my mind.
Host CO_Grant says:
SO: Se if you can scan the area of the Platte for openings
MO_Lea says:
::Enters the Turbolift:: TL: De-- deck four.
CMO_Matt says:
::remains silent:: *CO*: Whenever you have time, I'll be on my home deck.
Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:XO: Find out all you can down there and report in soon
CNS_Jiosa says:
@::walks to the XO:: XO: We should try to interview some of the colonists they know a lot more than they are talking about
XO_Wall says:
@::walks over to Rasputin and Walters:: Lt's you can stay and finish talk to the colonist, when you are done here return to the runabout outside.
OPS_Lynam says:
%:;Enters Hall leading two bridge officers and six security men::
XO_Wall says:
@CNS: you continue the talks with the colonist, I have to meet Mr. Lynam outside
CNS_Jiosa says:
@XO: The younger colonist might be easier to get info from 
FCO_Nichols says:
::rechecks station status::
Ens_Rasputin says:
@XO:  Yes sir.
OPS_Lynam says:
@XO: ::Smiles:: Commander wall, we're here to rescue you.
MO_Lea says:
::Enters her quarters, leaving the lights on and sits on the edge of her bed::
FCO_Nichols says:
~~CTO~~: It looks like we may just have to get used to it.
CMO_Matt says:
::leaves the gardens, enters sickbay in moments::
XO_Wall says:
@::turns around to see Lynam::
CMO_Matt says:
::turns to the nurse, not looking straight at her:: Nurse: You can go, I'll take it from here.
XO_Wall says:
@OPS: I way on my way out to you, actually we don't need rescueing now
XO_Wall says:
was
CNS_Jiosa says:
@OPS: Didnt bring any extra phasers did you?
MO_Lea says:
<Nurse> CMO: Yes sir.  ::Sets the padds on the desk and walks out of sickbay::
SO_Augustus says:
:: scanning rack face discovers a mechnism that may open a doorway.  Also, small amounts of neutronic particles in passageway::
Host Nicke_ says:
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